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ENTERTAINMENT 

:A. . Banff seeks 
Mayor John Stutz said Banff 

perhaps has higher priorities 
at this stage, saying the town is 
embracing several other environ- 
mental issues such as organics 
diversion and emissions reduc- 
tion for the transit fleet. 

*Plastic bags, although very 
visible, really are a minuscule part 
of the waste stream, but certainly 
we are not neglecting this one 
and it's certain@ on our rada~," 
he said 

'We're working with the eco- 
nomic sector to determine the 
viabiity of considering i t  I think 

Banff is in a unique situation and 
we have to measure how WAriU 
affect our 3.5 million visitors." 

In neighbowing Canmore, a 
grass-roots movement has asked 
that town council pass a bylaw 

WS BANFF 

Bantr is in the early stages of 
investigating the possible elimi- 
nation of plastic bags to try to 
reduce the national park tawn's 
waste and impact on the environ- 
ment 

The town is putting out feel- 
ers to the business community 
to see if there is any buy-in for 
such a move in the future, as 
well as keepii a dose eye on 
other North American towns. 
particularly tourist resorts, that 
have gone plastic bag-free. 

% ;A o eliminate 
eliminating plastic bags town- 
wide. The issue is under review 
by Canmore's environrne*td 
advisory review committee. 

There is passionate discus- 
sion on both sides of the debate 
worldwide, with cities and towns 
across North America, Austrak, 
England and Europe eliminating 

BAGS CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 

$lastic bags 



measure stream flow 
for tomorrow 



LUW# kWml BOW VALLEY an hour, they reached 
a small clearing approximately 60 

When John PBfltleroy accepted a posi- metres in diameter, which was cre-. 
' tion at theUnhersity of Saskatchewan ated as part of the Canadian Forest 
in 2003 as the Canadian research Service Marmot Creek study, which 
chair in water resources and climate washalted in 1986. 

excited to know the Researchers with IP3 W t  the site 
job came with a budget to conduct at least every two weeks to record 
research on Saskatchewan's main riv- measurements and collect data, and 
es. will continue until mid-June. 

* ' w t  after searching for suitable "We (Canada) used to have teams 
sit& to conduct long-term research of snow surveyors doing this m., 
projects, he realized most potential the country from the 1.- 
sites in that province held little that the 1980s, but there are very few no< 
would be attractive to the scientists Pomeroy said. 
and students .who would need to Thanks to some of that earlier 
monitor the sites on a regular basis. research, one of Pomeroy's students 

But then ~ o m e i o ~  asked 
himself, %here does our water in 
Saskatchewan come from?" 

The answer, of course, was the 
dnadian RO&S. 

Having spent time conducting 
experiments in the Rockies in 1991, 
he was aware of several research 
sites in the Marmot Creek area of 
Kananaskis Country that had been 
set up in the 1980s to study the effects 

- of forest cover on &ream flow and 
snow a q a a n d a ~ .  

Those studies however, had been 
conducted by aggressively manipulat- 
isg tIpg landscape through thinning 
and dear cutting multiple patches of 
fore& 

"That was the old way to do 
things," Pomeroy said W e  knew we 
could do some great research without 

was able to reconstruct s&am flow 
in the region back to 1962 

"We learned peak flow now 
starts earlier, the size of the peak 
flow is the same and the summer 
flows are lower," Pomeroy said. 
"Overall there's less stream flow over 
the year now, than during the 1960s 
and '70s. That's climate change. We 
think that's beta-er evapora- 
tion is becoming higher and we're 

wanner temperatures, 
esp&Wy'at night." 

With several 27-metre meteoro- 
logical towers standing in the open 
daring and tucked in the forest, the 
area hosts a variety of imtmmenta- 
tion, including solar panels, rainfall - 
and windspeed gauges,, and a data 
logger contabhqp micro-computer 
that controls instruments taking 

manipulating h e  landscape? 
Funded with $2.5 million from 

the Canackm Foundation for Climate 
and APglrrspheric Sciences from 2006 
thm@ iQl0, and hadquartered 
at jehe -uIziv* of Sas-s 
Centre for Hydrology, IP3 - which 
stands for Improved Processes and 
Parameterization h r  &&lidion in 
Cold Regions - isa research network 
conductbg smdies in Canada's cold 
*. 

For the paet%ur years, 14 

regular measurements of air tempera- 
@&%?, so& soil moisture 

'* contenb 
By regularly measuring the density 

and depth ofthe snowpack, research- 
ers are provided with @formation 
h u t  how much water to expect 
from the snowpack once it melts. 
For example, Pomeroy explained, a 
*-metre deep snowpack with a 
density of 200 kilograms per cubic 
metre +d produce the equivalent 
of 200 r d h e t r e s  of rainfall. 

gators h a v e & h a d  stuclies at Lake "That tells us if that snow were to 
Q'Hm in "&;he National Park, Banff's inelt quickly, how much snow would 
Peyt~ Gkkr  and Movmot Creek in be put into the basid' Pomeroy said 

, as w&eg. three sites in The information is itnportant 
Timibries and one in 

Mar-tnot C&s 

the Rockies. 
Last !&why (April 12) Pomeroy 

and French student Anne Sab~urin~ 
who is pursuing an internship at the 
end of her engineering studies at 
Pat%& &ole Pdytechnique, hiked up 
a ski hill run at Nakisdra (now dosed 
for the season), to access a Marmot 
Creek study plot. AAer hiking uphill 

feP downstream users, indu* 
municipaIitie such as Calgary, as 
well as smaller towns and the regiods 
farmers. As the researchers become 
more certain with their results, they 
are able to create scientific computer 
models to be -re aeewge in their 
.prediction$. 

Using a mow tube - a &ad& 
invention consisting of a I4exigla.s 
tube about 1.5 metres long - Pomeroy 
p-ykd core samples from the snow- 
pack and weighed them. W1th varying 
density, the snowpack in the clearing, 
61 centirnetres in depth, would pro- 
vide the equivalent of 141 millimetres 
of rainfall, while at only 38 centime- .- 




